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Abstract: This study represents the first attempt of integration, within a Forest Management Plan
(FMP), of a Geographic Information System (GIS) and an Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) approach
for the selection of the most suitable logging method. It is important to underline that the developed
methodology is applicable worldwide in each environmental context in which there is a need for
planning the intervention and selecting from among several possible logging methods or harvesting
systems. Schematically, the main aims of this study were: (i) to develop a GIS-AHP method based on
open-access GIS software; (ii) to compare the results of the simulations developed from the statements
of two different groups of experts from around the world, to determine the reliability of the predictive
probability of the method. The selection of the extraction methods performed with RTS (experts
from research and technical sector) input data showed that the most suitable option in the major
part of the study area was the cable skidder, followed by the cable yarder, and finally the forwarder.
The extraction system selection performed with OS (people from the operative sector) input data
revealed limited differences. Thus, considering what was reported above, it is possible to assert
that the applied GIS-AHP methodology showed good performance and high consistency in the
selection of the best alternatives among different extraction methods. The idea of comparing the
results obtained from a survey based on a pool of researchers and forest engineers (RTS) was taken as
a target simulation to be evaluated. The method based on data derived from a pool of expert forest
operators (OS) was used to check for the results of the other simulation. This is an innovation in
these kinds of studies. The results from the consistency check were encouraging, considering that for
51 sub-compartments, only two changed the selected extraction system between RTS and OS.

Keywords: sustainable forest management; precision forestry; MCDA; precision forest harvesting

1. Introduction

Land use and land management are key topics in the international debates for environ-
mental policies which take into account the protection of the environment and the public
demand for forest products [1]. Furthermore, the growing public awareness on sustainable
exploitation of the natural resources is fostering the expectation on scholars and forest
engineers for a better management of such resources. This implies a broader view on the
possible critical aspects related to the forest management sector [2].

The key instrument for forest management is the Forest Management Plan (FMP),
which consists of a recommended action plan for a given medium-large forest area [3]. The
usual time span is in the range between 5 and 20 years.

Typically, the FMP should schedule multiple aspects related to environmental and
forest management, encompassing several activities which stretch from silviculture to road
construction, also including forest logging [4]. Currently, forest planning should meet
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the goal of Sustainable Forest Management (SFM); therefore, FMP should be addressed
to develop a management which safeguards each of the three pillars of sustainability
(economy, society and environment) [5–7]. A proper planning of the forest activities is a
crucial issue in the context of SFM [8,9].

Among the several aspects which a modern FMP should thus include, a key role is
related to the proper planning of the harvesting activities by implementing Sustainable
Forest Operations (SFOs) and following best practices as Reduced Impact Logging (RIL) ap-
proaches [10,11]. The SFO concept consists of the implementation of harvesting operations
which allow for high work productivity (i.e., low costs), low environmental impacts and
safe working conditions for the operators [12]. According to the above, identifying the most
suitable harvesting system in forest operations is a challenging but crucial issue [13–15].
Several aspects have some influence on the decision regarding the harvesting system to be
applied in a given forest intervention, and among them, there are stand and terrain char-
acteristics, management goals, accessible technology, and forest infrastructure [16]. Multi
Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) is a group of several methods which were developed
to enable the analysis of situations based on decisions that require multiple criteria [3].
MCDA is usually applied to deal with planning situations in which there is the need to
holistically evaluate different decision alternatives [17,18]. Several MCDA methods can
be applied in natural resources management, but among them, the Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) [19] has been the most applied in the forest management sector [14]. The
AHP method allows for the decomposition of a complex problem into a hierarchy, where
the goal is at the top level, while criteria and alternatives are the lower levels. This method
determines the preferences among several alternatives by applying a pairwise compari-
son of the elements [14]. The potential of AHP is even higher when it is applied along
with technologies related to the Precision Forest Harvesting approach [20]. In particular,
the combined application of GIS (Geographic Information System) and AHP has been
found to be an interesting way to deal with the issue of managing forest resources from an
objective approach [16,21,22].

However, there are still two major concerns regarding such methodology in the
planning of logging activities. The first one is related to the scarce practical application
of this methodology, mostly related to the “lack of interaction” between researchers and
technicians, an aspect which is rather common in the forestry sector [23].

Apart from some exceptions [24], the application of such methods in the operational
part of FMPs is still far from a practical implementation. Moreover, in some cases, the forest
harvesting planning and related forest operations, in particular concerning bunching and
extraction, is practically absent from the FMP, and the decision regarding the harvesting
system is often postponed to the moment of the implementation of the intervention. This is
particularly true for the Mediterranean forest sector, which is mostly based on the system
of selling the standing timber [25].

The second aspect which still represents an issue to be tackled in scientific studies
dealing with the GIS-AHP approach to forest harvesting planning is the objective difficulty
in the evaluation of the results of the prediction. In studies related to the GIS-AHP ap-
proach in natural resources management, checking for the consistency of the results can be
performed in different ways, such as sensitivity analysis [26], field surveys [27] and remote
sensing [28]. Currently, sensitivity analysis is a reliable and widely accepted tool, although
it represents another simulation. Therefore, it is difficult to evaluate the results of the
prediction of the best harvesting system in a given situation. The base idea of comparing
the results of the simulation with the harvesting system which will be actually selected
for the implementation of the forest yard could not be a reliable solution for checking the
consistency of the predictions. Therefore, there is usually no proof that the harvesting
system actually applied is the best option in that specific context.

According to what is written above, this study represents the first attempt of integra-
tion within an FMP of a GIS-AHP approach for the selection planning of the best logging
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method for each sub-compartment of the study area, while trying to tackle the issues
reported above.

In particular, the need to expand the practical application of this approach has encour-
aged authors to develop a methodology to provide the forest engineers with a user-friendly
tool which is based on the usage of open-source software and medium-sized hardware.
Although the accuracy of open-source GIS software has already been stated [29], only a
few operations have relied on it for forest logging applications [9,30,31]. It is important
to underline that the developed methodology should be applicable worldwide in each
environmental context in which there is the need for planning the intervention by selecting
from among several possible logging methods or harvesting systems.

In summary, the objectives of this study were: (i) to develop a GIS-AHP method based
on open-access GIS software which allows for the selection of the most suitable option
among different extraction methods for forest operations in a mountainous context, while
keeping in consideration the parameters of the pillars of sustainability; (ii) to compare
the results of the simulations developed from the statements of two different groups of
experts from around the world, to determine the reliability of the predictive probability of
the method.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Definition of the Extraction Systems to Be Taken into Consideration

The study area corresponds to the private forest estate of Macchia Faggeta Com-
pany, located in the region of Tuscany in Italy. The overall surface of the estate covers
565 ha and is subdivided into 65 sub-compartments. The most represented species is beech
(Fagus sylvatica L.), but there are also some silver fir (Abies alba Mill.), Douglas-fir (Pseu-
dotsuga menziesii Mirb.), black pine (Pinus nigra Arn.), and Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.)
Karst) artificial plantations. Beech forest represents 98% of the study area, while overall
softwood stands comprise the remaining 2%.

The forest stand, both softwood and hardwood, in the study area are for the greater
part even-aged high stand, and the applied silviculture treatment is the shelterwood system.
It is important to mention that there is a permanent no-intervention area named the wild
area. This zone consists of high stands of beech which are deliberately designed as perma-
nent no-intervention areas by the Macchia Faggeta forest managers so as to allow for the
natural development of the zone. It is also important to mark that the identification of the
most suitable extraction method was carried out for only 51 sub-compartments, excluding
the twelve parcels belonging to the wild area and two other small sub-compartments. The
surface area in which the extraction system selection was simulated measured 449.91 ha.

Concerning road types involved in the analysis, secondary roads for trucks, skid roads,
and permanent skid trails were taken into consideration to build the forest road network.
Public main roads (i.e., roads used for the normal traffic of cars) were not included in the
forest road network, considering that these roads cannot be used for logging activities
according to Italian laws.

A view of the study area boundaries, forest typologies, and forest road network is
given in Figure 1.

The study area is located in a Mediterranean mountainous context, and as previ-
ously stated, the major part of the surface consists of hardwood stands managed with
the shelterwood system. Taking into account these aspects, the authors considered only
motor-manual felling and processing by chainsaw, a common choice in hardwood stands
mostly used in the Mediterranean areas [32]. The analysis was therefore focused on dif-
ferent extraction methods which are suitable to a mountainous context. These methods
are currently applied or have potential to be introduced into practice in this and similar
contexts. We took into consideration two ground-based extraction systems (i.e., forwarder
and cable skidder) and one aerial extraction system (medium cable yarder). Previous stud-
ies have demonstrated the suitability of these systems in extraction operations in similar
working conditions [9,30,31].
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Figure 1. On the left, the subdivision into forest typologies of the study area. On the right, Macchia
Faggeta boundaries and road network on a technical map of the Tuscany Region.

2.2. Literature Review of Criteria Selection

Selecting the most suitable extraction method in forest operations is a complex task, as
there are several parameters which contribute to making a specific system suitable or not
in a given context. The different types of variables to be taken into account for the proper
selection of the extraction method should be related to the topographical features of the
intervention area, to the applied silvicultural treatment, to the forest infrastructures which
are present (i.e., roads, landing sites, etc.) and to the characteristics of the forest stand.
A literature review of scientific papers in the topic of harvesting operations identified
six different criteria which were considered for the analysis carried out in the present
work. In particular, the authors considered: slope, extraction distance, soil bearing capacity,
extracted timber amount, road density, and roughness. The summary of the various criteria,
with the specification of the aspects of sustainability (economy, environment and society)
in which they have their influence, is given in Table 1.

Terrain slope is one of the most important parameters to be taken into consideration
when planning forest intervention [33–36]. As a general rule, ground-based extraction sys-
tems perform better in lower slope, while cable yarders in steeper terrains [16]. As reported
in Table 1, however, slope not only affects work productivity but also the environment and
social aspects. Regarding the environment, previous studies have shown that logging in
steep slope via ground-based systems led to higher soil compaction and reduced growth of
seedlings [37,38]. Focusing instead on worker safety, it is important to underline the fact
that applying ground-based extraction in terrains with excessive slope could increase risks
of accident during the movement of the machineries [9].
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Table 1. Identified criteria for the selection of the most suitable harvesting system with reference to
the various pillars of sustainability.

Criterion Acronym Economy Environment Society

Slope (%) S X X X
Extraction Distance (m) ED X X X

Soil Bearing Capacity (kPa) SBC X X X
Extracted Timber

Amount (m3 ha−1) ETA X

Road Density (m ha−1) RD X X X
Roughness (%) RG X X

Extraction distance is defined as the distance between the logs to be extracted and the
nearest forest road [39]. Several studies have focused on the analysis of the influence of
extraction distance on work productivity, revealing the strong influence of this parameter on
the cost effectiveness of forest interventions [40–42]. In this case however, the implications
of such a criterion on the sustainability of the intervention is not limited only to economic
aspects, considering dealing with ground-based extraction or aerial extraction with logs
in partial suspension, a higher extraction distance implies a higher level of disturbance to
soil [43,44] and harsher working conditions for the operators [30]. Similar considerations
can be made regarding road density, which is defined as the ratio between the length of
the forest roads usable for timber extraction from one forest parcel and the surface of the
same parcel [45,46]. High road density is generally related to higher work productivity,
mostly dealing with ground-based extraction systems [47]. Conversely, the presence of
a proper road density is related to safer working conditions for the operators [9], while
focusing on the environmental aspects, an increase in this parameter has been considered
as an indicator of the magnitude of disturbance triggered by forest operations of soil [9,30].

Soil bearing capacity is another key factor in the selection of a proper extraction
system [16]. The lower value of soil bearing capacity limits the possibility of the application
of ground-based extraction systems, increasing the impacts on forest soil, decreasing work
productivity, and enhancing the risks of accidents [48–51].

Roughness is another parameter which has a strong influence on ground-based ex-
traction, and it is recognized as one of the most important limiting factors regarding
forest operations in mountainous contexts [52,53]. High roughness limits the movement
of forestry machines, decreasing work productivity, and it could lead to a higher level of
accident risk.

Finally, another criterion to be taken into consideration when planning forest op-
erations is the extractable timber amount. This variable is mainly related to the cost-
effectiveness of the logging activity. As a general rule, the higher the extracted volume the
higher the work productivity [16,54].

2.3. Data Collection and Criteria Scoring

After the identification of the criteria for the selection of the extraction method, it was
needed to obtain data regarding each criterion for the study area to set up the GIS-AHP
methodology and to identify the best alternative for each forest sub-compartment. The
GIS software applied for the required analysis was the open-source Quantum GIS ver. 3.16.
A personal computer with processor Intel Core i5 2.20 GHz, a graphics processing unit
(GPU) NVIDIA GeForge310, and 8.0 Gb RAM was used for the study. The minimum system
and hardware requirements for the software are: Core i3 2.7 GHz Processor, 1 Gb Graphic
card, 2 Gb Memory RAM, and Windows 7–10 OS [55].

Slope map for the study area was developed starting from a free regional DTM
(Digital terrain Model) at 10 m resolution downloaded from the regional geographic
data website [56]. Data regarding the forest road network, the details of the estimated
extracted timber amount (derived from the forest inventory at the base of the FMP) and the
roughness of each sub-compartment were derived from the Forest Management Plan of
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Macchia Faggeta. Starting from the vector file of the forest road network, it was possible
to calculate the extraction distance as a topographic distance applying the RDBM (Real
Distance Buffer Method) developed and successfully tested in previous research [30,31].

Finally, data regarding soil bearing capacity were obtained through specific field
survey. The field data were collected in spring 2020 from 600 sampling plots (about one
for hectare) randomly selected on each hectare of the study area. The location of each
plot was determined using a high precision GPS device, and starting from the sample plot
centre, three sampling points were selected, one fifty meters away moving up along the
maximum slope, and two 50 m away from the centre moving down along the maximum
slope but shifted 45◦ to the right and left. In every sampling point, stiffness and bearing
capacity were measured using a portable light falling weight deflectometer (FWD). The
FWD was used to evaluate the physical properties of the soil [57,58]; the FWD used was a
TERRATEST® 4000 (standard ASTM E2835-11, accelerometer with fix falling height, stress
7.07 kN, falling weights 10 kg and load plate diameter 300 mm). The values of the obtained
data were then used to derive descriptive mean values of each individual particle. The map
of terrain roughness was consequently developed through interpolation via TIN (Triangular
Interpolation Network) method.

The above-mentioned data collection was used to obtain a raster map for each criterion
in the study area. The maps for each criterion in the study area are reported in the
supplementary materials (Figures S1–S6).

The following step consisted of subdividing the values of each criterion into five score
classes according to the suitability of a given extraction system. To do this, the various maps
of the criteria were reclassified according to the suitability criteria score classes reported
in Table 2. The definition of the various scores was performed according to the literature
data [14,59] and taking into account the values of the various criteria in the study area,
considering what was stated in the previous sections of this manuscript. The higher the
score, the higher the suitability of the extraction system in that particular condition of value
of the criterion.

Table 2. Suitability criteria classes for the different investigated extraction systems.

Extraction
System

Criteria

Slope Extraction
Distance

Soil Bearing
Capacity

Extracted Timber
Amount Road Density Roughness

Range
(%) Score Range

(m) Score Range
(kPa) Score Range

(m3 ha−1) Score Range
(m ha−1) Score Range

(%) Score

Forwarder

0–20 5 0-100 5 >80 5 >200 5 >207 5 0–15 5

20–40 4 100–200 5 60–80 4 100–200 4 138–207 4 15–30 4

40–60 1 200–400 4 40–60 2 80–100 3 69–138 3 30–45 1

>60 0 >400 1 <40 0 <80 1 <69 1 >45 0

Cable Skidder

0–20 5 0-100 5 >80 5 >200 5 >207 5 0–15 5

20–40 5 100–200 1 60–80 5 100–200 5 138–207 5 15–30 5

40–60 4 200–400 0 40–60 3 80–100 4 69–138 4 30–45 4

>60 2 >400 0 <40 1 <80 3 <69 2 >45 3

Medium gravity
Cable Yarder

0–20 0 0–100 1 >80 5 >200 5 >207 5 0–15 5

20–40 4 100–200 3 60–80 5 100–200 5 138–207 5 15–30 5

40–60 5 200–400 5 40–60 5 80–100 4 69–138 4 30–45 5

>60 5 >400 5 <40 3 <80 1 <69 3 >45 4

2.4. AHP Methodology and Expert Survey

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a complex decision-making tool which
takes into account the priorities of each of the selected criterion [19]. For this purpose,
AHP establishes an importance rank ranging from 1 to 9 (1 = equal importance, 3 = weak
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dominance, 5 = strong dominance, 7 = demonstrated dominance, 9 = absolute dominance;
even values refer to intermediate choices) [14]. This scale allows the decision makers to
make comparisons among different units within a hierarchy. AHP converts the preference
values to a numerical scale in order to evaluate together the different criteria. The AHP
provides users with a tool to compare and specify the importance of any criterion to another
by the development of a pairwise comparison matrix. AHP assigns an importance value
(weight) to each criterion, Wi (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n), through given preference values and
pairwise comparisons. Moreover, the AHP provides a consistency rate concept to evaluate
the consistency of the different weights and priorities. The consistency ratio (CR) should be
less than 0.1 in order to have consistency between weights and priorities.

In order to have reliable data for AHP, a questionnaire was developed and distributed
to forest experts from around the world. The questionnaire was developed in a way that
answers were classified in accordance with the Saaty scale [60].

In particular, 300 requests of compilation were sent to senior forest researchers and
expert forest engineers. The contact details for sending the requests were taken from the
main database for international cooperation regarding forest projects. Forest experts from
65 countries were invited to complete the survey. In this way, the input data were obtained
for AHP from a pool of forest operations experts from the research and technical sector of
forestry (RTS). The authors received 119 replies out of the 300 requests sent.

Subsequently, the authors asked people who answered the survey to indicate the
contacts of skilled and expert forest operators. The survey was then sent to 120 forest
operators from 32 different countries, obtaining 59 answers. Thus, a second set of input
data for AHP was obtained relying on the expertise of people from the operative sector
of forestry (OS). This second set of data was used to check for the consistency of the
results of the GIS-AHP procedure developed with RTS data. The base idea was that
the higher the consistency between the two simulations (RTS and OS), the higher the
probability that the individuated extraction system was actually the most suitable in the
given forest sub-compartment.

The nationalities of those who replied for both RTS and OS is reported in Table 3. The
most represented countries for RTS were Italy, Croatia and the United States of America.
For OS the most represented nations were Italy, Canada and the USA.

Table 3. Details of the survey.

Country
RTS OS

Asked Respondents Asked Respondents

Albany 7 3 1 1

Argentina 7 3 1 1

Australia 8 4 2 2

Austria 8 4 2 0

Brazil 12 2 3 1

Canada 12 4 6 4

Cameroon 7 3 3 1

Chile 6 2 2 0

China 7 3 2 0

Congo 8 4 4 0

Croatia 15 8 7 3
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Table 3. Cont.

Country
RTS OS

Asked Respondents Asked Respondents

Czech Republic 7 3 5 3

United Kingdom 15 6 4 2

France 7 3 5 3

Germany 9 5 5 3

Greece 6 2 2 0

India 5 1 2 0

Iran 6 2 1 1

Italy 29 17 15 10

Japan 7 3 3 1

New Zealand 9 5 4 2

Poland 12 2 3 1

Romania 14 1 4 2

Russia 8 4 4 2

Slovenia 8 4 4 2

South Africa 7 3 4 2

Spain 15 3 5 3

Sweden 9 3 3 2

Switzerland 7 3 3 1

Turkey 8 2 3 1

Uganda 6 2 2 0

USA 9 5 5 5

Total 300 119 119 59

It is important to underline the fact that the high number of replies from all over
the world represents a key aspect in the present work, considering that previous similar
studies were performed relying on surveys carried out with a local approach and with a
low number of replies, ranging from 1 to 17 [16,17,61,62].

2.5. Development of the Suitability Maps for the Various Extraction Systems and Definition of the
Best Alternative for Each Sub-Compartment

Subsequently, an AHP pairwise comparison matrix was developed for both RTS and
OS in order to determine the weights of each criterion for each of the three extraction
systems; to perform the calculation, the dedicated tool of Quantum GIS was applied [63].
CR value was calculated as well to check for the consistency of the weights. The various
pairwise comparison matrices for the various extraction systems in both RTS and OS are
given in Table 4.

The overall suitability of each extraction system for each pixel of the study area was
calculated with the map algebra approach via the raster calculator of Quantum GIS. In detail,
a weighted average function was applied for each extraction system multiplying the score
of the criteria for its related weight, derived from the AHP pairwise comparison matrix.
The suitability map of each extraction system was further reclassified into 10 classes [64].
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Table 4. AHP pairwise comparison matrices.

RTS

Forwarder

Criteria S ED SBC ETA RD RG weights CR
S 1 1 0.5 1 1 1 0.143

0.0001

ED - 1 0.5 1 1 1 0.143
SBC - - 1 2 2 2 0.286
ETA - - - 1 1 1 0.143
RD - - - - 1 1 0.143
RG - - - - - 1 0.143

Cable Skidder

Criteria S ED SBC ETA RD RG weights CR
S 1 0.5 1 2 0.5 1 0.136

0.002

ED - 1 2 3 1 2 0.259
SBC - - 1 2 0.5 1 0.136
ETA - - - 1 0.3333 0.5 0.075
RD - - - - 1 2 0.259
RG - - - - - 1 0.136

Medium Gravity Cable Yarder

Criteria S ED SBC ETA RD RG weights CR
S 1 1 3 0.3333 1 3 0.161

0.01

ED - 1 3 0.3333 1 3 0.161
SBC - - 1 0.2 0.3333 1 0.06
ETA - - - 1 3 5 0.399
RD - - - - 1 3 0.161
RG - - - - - 1 0.06

OS

Forwarder

Criteria S ED SBC ETA RD RG weights CR
S 1 1 0.5 1 2 2 0.171

0.003

ED - 1 0.5 1 2 2 0.171
SBC - - 1 2 3 3 0.31
ETA - - - 1 2 2 0.171
RD - - - - 1 1 0.089
RG - - - - - 1 0.089

Cable Skidder

Criteria S ED SBC ETA RD RG weights CR
S 1 0.5 1 2 1 1 0.155

0.001

ED - 1 2 3 2 2 0.297
SBC - - 1 2 1 1 0.155
ETA - - - 1 0.5 0.5 0.082
RD - - - - 1 1 0.155
RG - - - - - 1 0.155

Medium Gravity Cable Yarder

Criteria S ED SBC ETA RD RG weights CR
S 1 0.25 1 0.14 0.5 0.5 0.054

0.012

ED - 1 4 0.3333 3 3 0.228
SBC - - 1 0.14 0.5 0.5 0.054
ETA - - - 1 5 5 0.47
RD - - - - 1 1 0.097
RG - - - - - 1 0.097

The overlapping between the vector file of the various sub-compartments of the
study area and the suitability maps for each extraction system, performed with the raster
statistic tool, allowed for the identification of the most suitable extraction system for each
sub-compartment. The raster suitability maps were sampled with the vector file of the
sub-compartment, extracting the median value of each suitability map within each sub-
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compartment. The best alternative for extraction was identified as the system in each
forest parcel which showed the highest median value of suitability in the specific sub-
compartment. In the case of equal values between two extraction systems, the selection
was carried out with forwarder as the best alternative, followed by cable skidder, and
leaving cable yarder as a final option. This assertion was developed considering the fact
that, when it is possible to choose, forest engineers and operators are generally prone to
favour ground-based extraction rather than aerial [52,65,66]. The procedure was applied
two times, one with input data from RTS and one from OS to allow for comparisons of the
results. In particular, RTS was considered as the target simulation while OS was taken as a
comparison to check the consistency of RTS results.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was carried out via Statistica 7.0 software. Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient was calculated to identify the criteria which had the highest influence on the
selection of a given extraction system regarding the RTS simulation. Paired samples t test was
instead applied to evaluate the presence of statistically significant differences between the
extraction systems selected in the various sub-compartments with RTS and OS.

3. Results and Discussions

Recently, several new policies and strategies have been observed in forestry, mainly
related to the growing interest in sustainability due to the importance of forests as an
environmental and social value [67]. Cutting-edge technology and electronic devices
are potentially powerful instruments to use towards this goal. As confirmed in other
studies [9,20,30,31,39,55], precision forestry, GNSS, and GIS are useful technologies for
forest operations and could help to improve and optimize SFM. However, it is not always
easy to apply objectively shared criteria and choices in the planning and design phase and
then in the executive one.

Suitability maps, which are the base for the proposed GIS-AHP methodology, represent
an interesting tool in this optic [16], giving the possibility to the forest manager to identify
the zones where a given harvesting system can be applied.

The suitability maps for forwarder calculated with RTS and OS input data are reported
in Figure 2a,b, respectively. As it is possible to notice, only little differences are present
between the two simulations. The main difference regards the northeast part of the study
area, where there is a zone in which the forwarder reached the top level of suitability,
i.e., score 10, for OR, while for RTS, the score was 9. In both cases, the highest level of
suitability for the forwarder was reported in the northern and southern parts of the study
area, where there is the presence of soils with high bearing capacity (Figure S6).

The suitability maps developed for the cable skidder are reported in Figure 3. There
are not evident differences between the RTS and OS results. In both cases, cable skidder
is recommended mostly in the zones with high road density and low extraction distance.
Comparing the suitability maps for the cable skidder to the ones related to the forwarder
shows further evidence on how the cable skidder results were able to reach the highest
score of suitability (10) in a substantially major portion of the study area.

Finally, the suitability maps for the cable yarder are reported in Figure 4. For both RTS
and OS, this system reached a high level of suitability in the zones with higher extracted
timber amount and/or low road density. These results confirm what is reported in the
current literature, which indicates this system as the most suitable in the case of low
presence of roads, and is strongly related, in the optic of cost effectiveness, to the magnitude
of the harvesting intervention [34,68]. A major difference which is possible to notice
while analysing the suitability maps for the cable yarder in comparison to the ones for the
forwarder is the high variability of suitability scores within the study area. The forwarder
reached a minimum score of 5 but a maximum of only 9, while instead for cable yarder,
there are zones that are highly unsuitable (score 3) but also areas that are highly suitable
(score 10). In a few words, it seems that in the study area, the forwarder can be applied in
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the great major part of the study area, but without being nowhere in its perfect conditions of
applicability. Conversely, the cable yarder cannot be applied to a large amount of the study
area, but there are zones in which it is in perfect condition for its successful application.

Starting from the overlaying of the various suitability maps, the extraction method
selection performed with RTS input data showed that the most suitable extraction method
in the major part of the study area was the cable skidder. According to this simulation,
54.34% of the Macchia Faggeta surface indicated the cable skidder as the best option for
timber extraction. This percentage of surface corresponds to 27 sub-compartments for
an overall surface of 244.49 ha. The cable yarder was selected as the best alternative
in 26.67% of the surface, corresponding to 10 sub-compartments for a whole surface of
119.98 ha. Finally, the forwarder was selected in 14 sub-compartments, equivalent to
85.43 ha (18.99% of the surface).

The extraction system selection performed with OS input data revealed limited differ-
ences. In detail, the cable skidder was selected as the most suitable option in the major part
of the surface in this case. This ground-based extraction system was indicated as the best
alternative in 26 sub-compartments, which corresponded to 230.27 ha and 51.18% of the
planned surface. Both the forwarder and cable yarder showed a slightly higher suitability
when compared to the RTS results. The cable yarder was selected in 11 sub-compartments
(131.73 ha and 29.28% of the surface), with the forwarder in 14 sub-compartments, corre-
sponding to 87.91 ha and 19.54% of the surface.

The graphic representation of the extraction system selection carried out with RTS (left
side) and OS (right side) is given in Figure 5.

Figure 2. (a) Suitability map for forwarder, derived from the analysis with RTS input data.
(b) Suitability map for forwarder, derived from the analysis with OS input data.
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Figure 3. (a) Suitability map for forwarder, derived from the analysis with RTS input data.
(b) Suitability map for forwarder, derived from the analysis with OS input data.

Figure 4. (a) Suitability map for forwarder, derived from the analysis with RTS input data.
(b) Suitability map for forwarder, derived from the analysis with OS input data.
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Figure 5. RTS extraction method selection (on the left) and OTS (on the right). As shown, the
two predictions differ only for two sub-compartments (no. 8 and no. 69). In sub-compartment 8
(northwest of the study area), RTS indicated the cable skidder as an option, while OS selected the
forwarder. In sub-compartment 69 (south of the study area), RTS selected the forwarder while OS the
cable yarder.

It can also be seen that only two of the fifty-one investigated sub-compartments
changed the selected extraction method from RTS to OS. In particular, in sub-compartment
8 (northwest on the study area), RTS indicated the cable skidder as an option, while OS
selected the forwarder. In sub-compartment 69 (south of the study area), instead RTS
selected the forwarder while OS the cable yarder.

Such differences can be attributed to the different weights that RTS and OS gave to the
different criteria for the various extraction methods. In sub-compartment 8, the selection
of the cable skidder by RTS can be related to the higher weight that the researcher and
technicians assigned to the criterion road density for this extraction method (RD, 0.259 in
RTS and 0.155 in OS, Table 3). The RD value in sub-compartment 8 is not particularly high,
i.e., 153 m ha−1, corresponding to a score of 5 for the cable skidder while only 4 for the
forwarder (Table 2). The fact that this criterion had a relatively high weight, as in RTS, led
to the selection of the cable skidder as the best alternative, while the lower weight in OS
probably allowed for the assignment of the forwarder as the best option.

The change in sub-compartment 69 (from the forwarder in RTS to the medium-gravity
cable yarder in OS) could instead be related to the higher weight that forest operators
assigned to the criterion ED (extraction distance). Table 4 shows that ED weight in RTS
was 0.161 and 0.228 in OS. As reported in Table 2, the average score for this criterion in
sub-compartment 69 was 4 for the forwarder and 5 for the cable yarder. Therefore, such
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differences could be at the base of the shift from the forwarder to the cable yarder in this
sub-compartment.

Thus, considering what is reported above, it can be stated that the applied GIS-AHP
methodology showed good performance and high consistency in the selection of the best
alternative among different extraction methods.

This statement was further confirmed by the results of the paired samples t test, carried
out comparing the values of the overall suitability of the different extraction methods in
the various sub-compartments according to both RTS and OS input data.

No statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) were found for both the forwarder
suitability values and the cable skidder ones. Only the medium-gravity cable yarder
showed statistically significant differences. However, as previously stated, the low level of
difference did not lead to many variations in the definition of the best option for timber
extraction between RTS and OS. The results of the paired samples t test are given in Table 5.

Table 5. Paired samples t test results. * indicates statistically significant differences (p < 0.05).

Paired Samples t Test, Significance Level p < 0.05

Average Standard
Deviation t p

Forwarder RTS 8 1.1

Forwarder OS 8 1.2 −1.0000 0.322126

Cable skidder RTS 9 1.6

Cable skidder OS 9 1.6 1.0000 0.322126

Medium gravity cable
yarder RTS 8 1.5

Medium gravity cable
yarder OS 9 1.5 −2.36247 0.022086 *

Spearman correlation analysis was performed to evaluate the various parameters, and
which ones had the highest influence in the selection of a given extraction method with the
applied methodology. The results of this elaboration are given in Table 6.

There was a significant positive correlation among the selection of the extraction
method with the forwarder and the parameters of the extracted timber amount (ETA) and
soil bearing capacity (SBC). While a significant negative correlation was observed for slope
(S) and extraction distance (S), for these last parameters, the correlation is not as strong
as the other ones. Focusing on the cable skidder, there is a presence of a strong positive
correlation with road density (RD) as well as a negative correlation with the extraction
distance (ED). For the selection of the cable yarder, the most important parameters were
slope (S) and extraction distance (ED).

The obtained results confirmed that the forwarder is considered suitable in the con-
dition of high soil bearing capacity, considering the large amount of forest area that this
machinery has to travel as a consequence of the low working distance. No systems showed
significant correlation for roughness, which would be expected to be an important parame-
ter when dealing with ground-based extraction.

A possible further development of this study, under the point of view of a practical
implementation at the management level, could be the introduction of economic parameters
and analysis, which could be integrated into the GIS environment [55]. Starting from the
selection of the most suitable harvesting system, and considering the costs of the harvesting
machineries and the ones related to the maintenance of the forest road network, it will
be possible to evaluate the cost effectiveness of the various logging interventions and
estimating in advance the stumpage value of the various interventions [69–71].
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Table 6. Results of Spearman correlation analysis. In bold, statistically significant results (p < 0.05).

Spearman R p Level

Forwarder and RD 0.244 0.084

Forwarder and ETA 0.570 0.001

Forwarder and RG −0.045 0.751

Forwarder and SBC 0.534 0.001

Forwarder and S −0.485 0.001

Forwarder and ED −0.300 0.033

Cable Skidder and RD 0.832 0.001

Cable Skidder and ETA 0.311 0.026

Cable Skidder and RG −0.011 0.938

Cable Skidder and SBC 0.160 0.262

Cable Skidder and S −0.240 0.090

Cable Skidder and ED −0.856 0.001

Cable Yarder and RD −0.220 0.121

Cable Yarder and ETA 0.169 0.236

Cable Yarder and RG −0.261 0.064

Cable Yarder and SBC −0.078 0.589

Cable Yarder and S 0.432 0.002

Cable Yarder and ED 0.370 0.008

4. Conclusions

The application of precision forestry and GIS has been identified as a powerful tool
for the implementation of Sustainable Forest Management. The outcome of this work
confirms the importance of statistical–mathematical approaches in order to support the
decision-making process in applied management.

At the planning level, there are some problems with these approaches which place more
emphasis on the practical implementation in real forest yards. Adequate operators, engineers,
and manager training could help to improve the sustainability of forest management.

All in all, the authors applied a GIS-AHP approach to select the best alternative from
among three different methods for timber extraction in a Mediterranean mountainous
context. The analysis was carried out with an open-source GIS software and relying on
input data for the AHP from a pool of experts from different parts of the world, which was
substantially higher than the one presented in previous similar studies. This substantial
amount of input data, and the fact that such data came from all over the world, overcame the
rather local approach which is generally intrinsic in this kind of study. The results obtained
consisted mostly of the AHP weights for the various criteria to select the extraction method,
which can be taken and applied worldwide in every FMP where there is a need to choose
the best alternative for timber extraction. Most rely on machinery specifically developed for
harvesting purposes, which have shown the highest level of comprehensive sustainability.
Moreover, considering the AHP results from the present study, each forest manager who
has to draft an FMP can apply such procedures with a simple map algebra procedure,
performable with open-source software and medium-sized hardware. In contexts which
are different from the one reported in this case study and in the case that the managers
want to evaluate the suitability of different extraction systems, such as for instance, animals
or a chute system, the procedure has to be repeated while applying different weights and
criteria classes.

Furthermore, an important aspect of this study consists of trying to carry out a consis-
tency check for the obtained results. This is a difficult issue when dealing with harvesting
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methods selection, because it is rather complicated to assert that the selected option is
actually the best one. The idea of comparing the results obtained from a survey based on
a pool of researchers and forest engineers (RTS) is to be taken as a target simulation to
be evaluated. The target simulation based on data derived from a pool of expert forest
operators (OS) is then used to check the results of the other type of simulation. This tool for
comparison and evaluation is an innovative aspect in this field of study.

The results obtained from the consistency check were encouraging, considering that,
for 51 sub-compartments, only two changed the selected extraction system from between
RTS to OS. We suggest that future research is performed to gain more knowledge in the
evaluation of cable yarder extraction. It is worth noting that the cable yarder extraction
showed statistically significant differences in the suitability values between RTS and OS.
Therefore, the development of a software or web tool implementing the applied algorithms
would give forest managers from all the world the opportunity to create their own simula-
tion, helping to gain significant advantages in the process of FMP. A further step could be
the implementation of algorithms to evaluate the different extraction systems under the eco-
nomic point of view considering the features of the various sub-compartments, providing
the managers with a tool able to predict the stumpage value of the various stands.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/f13030484/s1, Figure S1: Map for the criterion extraction distance,
measure unit is m; Figure S2: Map for the criterion slope, measure unit is %; Figure S3: Map for
the criterion extracted timber amount, measure unit is m3 ha-1; Figure S4: Map for the criterion
road density, measure unit is m ha-1; Figure S5: Map for the criterion roughness, measure unit is %;
Figure S6: Map for the criterion soil bearing capacity, measure unit is kPa.
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